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Konfurb Luna

Konfurb Luna  
sleek lines,  

uncomplicated design



Konfurb Luna

Konfurb Luna Design Story

“ The design inspiration for Konfurb Luna Chair originates from the traditional setting of a Japanese 

stone garden which represents peace and tranquillity.  Monks would meditate in a minimal ‘Zen 

setting’ to reach a complete relaxed state of mind. 

The Japanese stone garden is a replication of a more traditional Chinese garden.  However, the 

Japanese setting is more limited in its size and resources.  Despite these limitations they are able to 

create more with less, for maximum affect.

The story of the stone garden is interesting because it relates in a similar way to how we should 

pursue many of our tasks and expectations in life - using less to achieve more.   In a comparable way 

the Konfurb Luna Chair is uncomplicated in its design and the resources used in its construction which 

enhances its overall design to maximum effect. ”

“ The Konfurb Luna Chair is uncomplicated in its design  

and the resources used in its construction which enhances  

its overall design to maximum effect. ”
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Multiple configuration and colour options available,  

with custom seat upholstery providing a customised  

and personal touch to your Konfurb Luna chair. 

Custom seat upholstery /  
Warwick Flynn ‘Buttercup’

Konfurb Luna

Standard Configuration Optional Components
Arms, Headrest, Aluminium base



Beautiful slim back, creating a  

stunning streamline profile.
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Konfurb Luna Ergonomic Assessment

“An excellent mesh back chair with very good back support.  

A very well set up synchro mechanism which has a great deal of appeal. 

A very comfortable chair with no pressure points.  

The Konfurb Luna chair would suit a wide range of users.”

Andrew Wilson - Osteopath & Ergonomist
18 July 2018
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Custom seat upholstery /  
Textilia at Work* Blazer ‘Scottsdale’
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